
NEWS

^ Dietrich Gerhard (Washington University, St. Louis) will join the
Board of Editors of Central European History with the next issue, filling
the vacancy left by the death of Hajo Holborn.

S^ The Conference Group for Central European History has estab-
lished a $250 prize to be given every two years to the North American
scholar who in the opinion of a prize awards committee has written the
best article dealing with Central European history published during the
two-year period preceding the awarding of the prize in any scholarly
journal in the United States and Canada or abroad. In awarding the prize
preference is to be given to younger scholars. The prize will first be
awarded in December 1970, and articles published since January 1969
will be considered. Articles may be submitted by authors, journal editors,
or anyone else who wishes to recommend them for the prize. One copy
of each article should be sent before October 15, 1970, directly to each
member of the committee: Werner T. Angress (chairman), Department
of History, State University of New York, Stony Brook, N.Y. n 790;
Istvan Deak, Institute for East Central Europe, Columbia University,
New York, N.Y. 10027; and Paul W. Schroeder, Department of His-
tory, University of Illinois, Champaign, Illinois 61820.

3 ^ The editors of the complete works and letters of J. H. Pestalozzi are
seeking help in their search for certain missing works and papers. In par-
ticular, they would be grateful for information about the following two
works, the first published and the second in manuscript: (1) Heinrich
Pestalozzi, Rede zur Einweihung der Armenanstalt Clindy bei Yverdon, 13.
September 1818. The exact title is not known, and no copy has so far been
found. But publication of the speech is mentioned by A. Diihr, Dr. Jakob
Heussi, Leipzig, 1884, p. 12 ("Pestalozzi hielt eine nachher im Druck
erschienene Rede"), and in the work Address to the British Public, pub-
lished ca. 1819, which says that an English translation of the above speech
is also being published. (2) Heinrich Pestalozzi (or anonymous), "Briefe
iiber Volkserziehung," addressed to Greaves, 1819/20-21. This work in
the form of letters was never published in German. It was translated into
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English by C. F. Wurm and published under the title Letters on Early
Education, London, 1827. The manuscript is not among the papers of C.
F. Wurm, Universitatsbibliothek Hamburg. There are several retransla-
tions from the English into German and other languages. Further infor-
mation can be obtained from: Redaktion der Pestalozzi-Ausgabe, Dr.
Emanuel Dejung, Friedenstrasse 23, CH 8400 Winterthur, Switzerland.

^ The award of $1000 for the best unpublished manuscript dealing
with Austrian history administered by the Austrian Institute, announced
in our March 1968 issue, has been awarded to William M. Johnston
(University of Massachusetts) for his' 'Austrian Creative Thought 1848-
1938: German-Speaking Theorists in the Habsburg Empire and Its Suc-
cessor States." Honorable mention was given to Ronald Florence (Sarah
Lawrence College), "Growing up in Vienna; the Youth of Victor Ad-
ler"; Bertram M. Gordon (Mills College), "Catholic Social Thought in
Austria, 1815-1848"; John Haag (University of Georgia), "Othmar
Spann and the Politics of'Totality': Corporatism in Theory and Prac-
tice"; Richard R. Laurence (Michigan State University), "The Problem
of Peace and Austrian Society, 1889-1915"; and Paul W. Schroeder
(University of Illinois), "Austria and the Crimean War, 1853-1856."

C O R R E C T I O N S

^ A note was inadvertently omitted from the September 1969 issue
indicating that "The Defeat of Austria-Hungary in 1918 and the Euro-
pean Balance of Power," by Robert A. Kann, and "The Defeat of Ger-
many in 1918 and the European Balance of Power," by Gerhard L.
Weinberg, were first read as papers at the December 1968 meeting of the
American Historical Association in New York.

5^, In the note on Hajo Holborn in the September 1969 issue, the editors
stated incorrectly that Holborn was "the first historian born and trained
outside the United States to be elected President of the American His-
torical Association, in 1967." There have been at least three others—who,
with Holborn, exemplify the breadth and variety of European contribu-
tions to American historical scholarship: Goldwin Smith (1904), Jean
Jules Jusserand (1921), and Michael I. Rostovtserf(i935).
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